custom table pads any
Our company is the nation's leading table pad manufacturer, offering you something that is the
best, very easy to order along with warranties that no one else in your industry can match.
Table Pad Factory is really a table pad company which manufactures table pads to shield dining
area tables, kitchen tables, buffets/sideboards, coffee tables, conference tables, desks, pool
tables and all other furniture and types of tables. We also make dining area table extender pads
to boost seating capacity. Our latest invention is Table Paddies - mini-tablepads for casual dining
as soon as your entire table doesn't need protection.
Buffet table pads have been in existence close to a century. We take great pride in selling table
pads to help you protect your table. We have sold table pads to a large number of customers over
the years. We have now sold government departments, sports teams, famous actors, former
presidents and several other famous people.
Given that fine tables are now being made, there will always be a desire for tailor made table
pads. There exists not, nor will there be, a substitute which will adequately protect your table from
heat, scratches and spills. The money you could possibly spend today on a custom table pad will
likely be one of the better investments in your life. We don't must remind you how costly it can be
to repair or refinish a table surface. Any fine or simulated wood top can be easily damaged from
setting down a sweating glass to accidentally dropping a physical object.
Our table pads are custom made to exactly satisfy your table, have got a heavy-duty, washable
leatherette wood grain or leather-tone surface, a soft velvet bottom and fold by 50 percent for
easy handling and storage. They contain an excellent, lightweight fiberboard core that may be
basically unaffected by humidity and may not warp when standing upright, thereby saving storage
space www.tablesaver.com

